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Mobile Head-up Display 
ABSTRACT 
Wearable displays such as smartglasses are heavy and performance-constrained due to 
weight restrictions. This disclosure describes a mobile head-up display (MHUD) comprising a 
lightweight component that sits on the user’s face that is connected to a smartphone or other 
device carried on the user’s person. Compute-intensive, heavy components are offloaded to and 
leverage the existing capabilities of the smartphone. Components that deliver a multimedia user 
experience, e.g., near-eye display, camera, sensors, headphones, etc. are located on the head-up 
display. The app-developer ecosystem of the smartphone is leveraged to provide MHUD apps at 
scale and competitive cost.  
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BACKGROUND 
Due to weight restrictions, smartglasses are currently performance-constrained, e.g., their 
batteries are of low capacity and get exhausted quickly. Other components and functionalities are 
similarly constrained, such that the compute power, input modalities, storage, connection 
bandwidth, etc., are generally inferior to what users have come to expect on a smartphone or 
personal computer in terms of core functionality, third-party applications, and general user 
experience. For example, smartglass support for the emerging augmented/mixed reality use-cases 
is still somewhat limited. Even so, smartglasses are still somewhat heavy for users to wear over 
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extended periods of time. The weight is due to the number of onboard components, e.g., battery, 
CPU, RAM, flash, etc.  
The weight, relatively inferior performance, cost, and the overhead of setup and 
management of smartglasses have proven to be barriers to mass adoption. The low adoption rate 
has in turn made it difficult to bootstrap the app ecosystem, due to the high development cost 
relative to the market size. Besides, the product life cycle of smartglasses (2-5 years) is longer 
than what customers have come to expect, e.g., 1-2 years, for smartphones. The device-app 
virtuous cycle that drove smartphone hardware capability, user experience, applications, and 
ultimately adoption is yet to materialize for smartglasses. 
DESCRIPTION 
Fig. 1: Mobile head-up display 
Fig. 1 illustrates a mobile head-up display (MHUD), per the techniques of this disclosure. 
Components are distributed between the head-up display, situated close to the eyes, and a 
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smartphone, which can be close to the user’s body, e.g., in the user’s pocket or hands. 
Components that are heavy or compute-intensive, e.g., battery, CPU, RAM, flash, etc. are 
situated in the smartphone (110), e.g., leverage these existing components of the smartphone. 
Components that deliver a multimedia user experience, e.g., near-eye display (102); camera, 
sensors, and head-up inputs (104); headphone and microphone (106) that provide bi-directional 
audio; etc., are located on the head-up display. The smartphone includes a control panel and apps 
pertaining to the head-up display, e.g., augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), mixed-AR-
VR apps, virtual assistant apps, etc. The head-up display and the smartphone are connected by a 
thin, flexible cable (108), e.g., a USB or other cable, that serves as a datalink and also powers the 
head-up display.  
As mentioned earlier, computing tasks and power supply are offloaded to the smartphone. 
This makes the head-up display, which is the component on the user’s face, lightweight and 
long-lasting. The app-developer ecosystem of the smartphone can be leveraged to provide 
MHUD apps at scale and competitive cost. The familiar user interface of the smartphone can be 
leveraged to easily operate the mobile head-up display. 
Smartphones can connect to the head-up display for piping video into the near-eye 
display or piping camera feed out to an external display; for piping audio into the headphones or 
piping microphone signals out to an external speaker; for reading sensor (e.g., inertial 
measurement unit, IMU) data or for writing to sensors; to supply power, etc. Cameras can be of 
various types, e.g., standard, wide-angle, telephoto, etc., depending on the model (basic to pro) 
of the MHUD.  
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the MHUD 
Fig. 2 illustrates an example architecture for the mobile head-up display, per the 
techniques of this disclosure. The head-up display (202), close to the user’s eyes, includes 
cameras, sensors, microphones, video/audio receivers; their corresponding buffers and in/out 
jacks; etc. The smartphone or mobile device (204), held closer to the user’s body, e.g., in their 
pockets or hands, includes modules that service the video, audio, sensor, camera, and other 
services provided by the MHUD. The smartphone also includes a notification manager and 
modules to control and manage the head-up display. The smartphone also hosts apps, e.g., 
AR/VR apps, virtual assistant apps, etc., which can be developed by the MHUD provider or 
third-party developers and run on the MHUD. As explained earlier, the smartphone and the head-
up display can be connected by a cable (206), e.g., a USB connection. 
App interaction models 
The following are examples of models of app interactions with the MHUD, which 
generally augment user capabilities in multitasking, productivity, and information visualization.  
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1. Hands-free model to augment the user capabilities for off-screen tasks, e.g., AI assistant 
apps and system notifications. 
○ On MHUD: notifications or conversation AI assistant with voice/text/image and 
AR/MR guidance. 
○ On mobile: the screen is generally off and turns on as needed for additional 
contextual control or information. 
○ MHUD control widget: mirrors MHUD content for user control/interaction as 
needed. 
○ The standard notification framework is extended to manage notification 
presentation and control to MHUD. 
○ Changes to apps are not necessary.  
2. Cast content on MHUD 
○ On MHUD: displays contents such as videos, images, slides, etc.  
○ On mobile: can run another app as needed. 
○ MHUD control widget: mirrors MHUD content for user control/interaction as 
needed. 
○ Changes to apps that already support content-casting are not necessary. An 
adaption layer can make the MHUD transparent to apps (that don’t natively 
support content-casting). 
3. Full app on MHUD 
○ On MHUD: the primary task, e.g., a video conferencing app, runs. 
○ On mobile: a secondary task, e.g., a presentation app, runs. 
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○ MHUD control widget enables users to launch any app to the MHUD and 
provides a mirror window on the mobile for the user to operate the app as needed. 
○ Changes to apps are not necessary. 
4. Control + content panels use case, e.g., a navigation app: 
○ On Mobile: the control panel UI, e.g., the route list information and control 
widgets, is displayed. 
○ On MHUD: the content view, e.g., the visual navigation guide to the next point, is 
displayed. 
○ The standard app-window framework is extended to enable any app to present its 
content to the MHUD window. 
○ The MHUD control panel UI is typically provided by the app. 
○ The MHUD control app also provides a general control panel and mirror windows 
on mobile for direct touch content manipulations as needed. 
○ App-developers have full design control over the user experience of separated 
control and content panels. 
Use case examples 
In general, any mobile app can also be an MHUD app by leveraging the MHUD APIs 
and functionalities provided herein. For example, 
● The head-up display can be used as a second (companion or independent) display for 
interaction models such as content-casting, notifications, display augmentation (content 
plus control, with the smartphone as control panel). 
● The head-up camera and sensors can be advantageously used to create mixed-reality user 
experiences.  
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Some domain-specific use-cases include gaming (e.g., location-based or mixed-reality 
games); mixed-reality navigation; video conferencing (e.g., interviewing, meeting, surveying, 
presenting); AR or VR shopping; AR or VR designing; customer service; operation of machinery 
or training; sports or other competition judging or coaching; etc. 
The described mobile head-up display is lightweight, can be worn for sustainably long 
periods, and has substantial operating times. It seamlessly offers near-eye display; virtual, 
augmented, and mixed reality views; AI-based assistance, etc. Based on existing mobile 
platforms, development tools, SDKs, and codebases, with added MHUD application 
programming interfaces (APIs) as necessary, it leverages the existing app-developer ecosystem 
to reduce entry barriers and engineering costs for app developers, setting the stage for mass-
market adoption and for the device-app virtuous cycle.  
CONCLUSION 
Wearable displays such as smartglasses are heavy and performance-constrained due to 
weight restrictions. This disclosure describes a mobile head-up display (MHUD) comprising a 
lightweight component that sits on the user’s face that is connected to a smartphone or other 
device carried on the user’s person. Compute-intensive, heavy components are offloaded to and 
leverage the existing capabilities of the smartphone. Components that deliver a multimedia user 
experience, e.g., near-eye display, camera, sensors, headphones, etc. are located on the head-up 
display. The app-developer ecosystem of the smartphone is leveraged to provide MHUD apps at 
scale and competitive cost. 
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